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The Alchemist
Did Hitler's daughter, Heidi, really exist? - What if she
did? the bombs were falling and the smoke rising
from the concentration camps, but all Hitler's
daughter knew was the world of lessons with Fraulein
Gelber and the hedgehogs she rescued from the cold.
Was it just a story or did Hitler's daughter really exist?
And If you were Hitler's daughter, would all the horror
that occurred be your fault, too? Do things that
happened a long time ago still matter? First published
in 1999, HItLER'S DAUGHtER has sold over 100,000
copies in Australia alone and has received great
critical acclaim, both in Australia and the twelve
counties where it has been published. HItLER'S
DAUGHtER has also won or been shortlisted for 23
awards, both in Australia and internationally,
including winner of the 2000 Children's Book Council
of Australia Book of the Year for Younger Readers.
HItLER'S DAUGHtER has also been dramatised by the
MonkeyBaa theatre, and in 2007 won the Helpmann
award for Best Presentation for Children and the
Drovers Award for touring Excellence. Ages 10-14

120 Lessons
The FOA Fighting of Allah the “Nation of
Gods and Earths Defense for Knowing
Self”: A Study and History of the Black
Gods ‘120’ Styles of the Martial Arts, the
Supreme Book In Self Defense
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This is a Black studies title in the Black Studies and
Critical Thinking series

Hitler's Daughter
120 lessons is perfect as a quick study guide or
refresher course for those of the Original Black Nation
who study Knowledge of Self as a way of life. This text
is also a good introduction to Knowledge of Self for
new students to the teachings. Included are several
plus lessons, FOI info, Elijah Muhammad's Lesson on
The Mother Plane and a directory of organizations
that deal with Knowledge of Self, Good Health &
Wealth.

Supreme Wisdom and Understanding
Using their native language, the Navajo Marines
played an invaluable part in World War II as they sent
messages, did maneuvers, and completed tasks with
words that couldn't be deciphered by the enemy.
Reprint.

The Boy Who Dared
(Includes maps) This volume tells the story of the
Supreme Headquarters of that Allied Expeditionary
Force which seized a foothold on the German-held
shores of Western Europe in 1944 and which, by the
following year, had completed the liberation of all
Western Europe. The history of the battles fought by
the American armies of the Grand Alliance as they
drove from the Normandy beaches into the heart of
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Germany is given detailed exposition in other
volumes of this series, some of which already have
been presented to the public. The present volume
deals with the command exercised by the Supreme
Allied Commander, the decisions made by the
Supreme Commander and his staff, and the
operations conducted under the aegis of the Supreme
Headquarters. The reader constantly will be reminded
that the war in Western Europe was fought by Allies
and that the commands and decisions which
determined the ultimate conduct of this war came
from an Allied headquarters. Every effort has been
made to draw on the records of all the Western Allies
and the memories of their leaders, as well as the
records and memories of the German High Command.
But this volume is an integral part of a series
dedicated to the United States Army in World War II
and inevitably is written from an American point of
view.

Yakub (Jacob)
A path to educational justice for all students - one
that encourages teachers, parents, and their
communities to adopt the rebellious spirit and bold
and creative methods of abolitionists Educator Bettina
Love argues that the U.S educational system is
maintained by and profits from the suffering of
children of color. Reformers offer survival tactics in
the forms of test-taking skills, acronyms, grit labs, and
character education which she calls the Education
Survival Complex. To dismantle the educational
survival complex and to achieve educational
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freedom--not reform--educators, parents, and
community leaders must approach education through
the imagination, determination, boldness and urgency
of an abolitionist. Drawing on her experiences as a
student and teacher, Love highlights young
community leaders, artists and activists who are
advocating for social change and inclusion. She
persuasively argues that educators must teach
students about racial violence, oppression, and how
to make sustainable change in their communities
through radical civic initiatives and movements. She
concludes by showing how young leaders are
expanding our ideas of civic engagement and
intersectional justice by using the playbook of
abolitionists like Ella Barker, Bayard Rustin, and
Fannie Lou Hamer.

English Lesson No. C1
From Malcom X to the Wu Tang Clan, the first indepth account of this fascinating black power
movement With a cast of characters ranging from
Malcolm X to 50 Cent, Knight’s compelling work is the
first detailed account of the movement inextricably
linked with black empowerment, Islam, New York, and
hip-hop. Whether discussing the stars of Five
Percenter rap or 1980s crack empires, this fast-paced
investigation uncovers the community’s icons and
heritage, and examines its growing influence in urban
American youth culture.

History in the Making
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#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NOW A MAJOR
MOTION PICTURE STARRING MICHAEL B. JORDAN AND
JAMIE FOXX • A powerful true story about the
potential for mercy to redeem us, and a clarion call to
fix our broken system of justice—from one of the most
brilliant and influential lawyers of our time. “[Bryan
Stevenson’s] dedication to fighting for justice and
equality has inspired me and many others and made
a lasting impact on our country.”—John Legend
NAMED ONE OF THE MOST INFLUENTIAL BOOKS OF
THE DECADE BY CNN • Named One of the Best Books
of the Year by The New York Times • The Washington
Post • The Boston Globe • The Seattle Times •
Esquire • Time Bryan Stevenson was a young lawyer
when he founded the Equal Justice Initiative, a legal
practice dedicated to defending those most desperate
and in need: the poor, the wrongly condemned, and
women and children trapped in the farthest reaches
of our criminal justice system. One of his first cases
was that of Walter McMillian, a young man who was
sentenced to die for a notorious murder he insisted he
didn’t commit. The case drew Bryan into a tangle of
conspiracy, political machination, and legal
brinksmanship—and transformed his understanding of
mercy and justice forever. Just Mercy is at once an
unforgettable account of an idealistic, gifted young
lawyer’s coming of age, a moving window into the
lives of those he has defended, and an inspiring
argument for compassion in the pursuit of true
justice. Winner of the Carnegie Medal for Excellence
in Nonfiction • Winner of the NAACP Image Award for
Nonfiction • Winner of a Books for a Better Life Award
• Finalist for the Los Angeles Times Book Prize •
Finalist for the Kirkus Reviews Prize • An American
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Library Association Notable Book “Every bit as moving
as To Kill a Mockingbird, and in some ways more so . .
. a searing indictment of American criminal justice
and a stirring testament to the salvation that fighting
for the vulnerable sometimes yields.”—David Cole,
The New York Review of Books “Searing, moving . . .
Bryan Stevenson may, indeed, be America’s
Mandela.”—Nicholas Kristof, The New York Times “You
don’t have to read too long to start cheering for this
man. . . . The message of this book . . . is that evil can
be overcome, a difference can be made. Just Mercy
will make you upset and it will make you
hopeful.”—Ted Conover, The New York Times Book
Review “Inspiring . . . a work of style, substance and
clarity . . . Stevenson is not only a great lawyer, he’s
also a gifted writer and storyteller.”—The Washington
Post “As deeply moving, poignant and powerful a
book as has been, and maybe ever can be, written
about the death penalty.”—The Financial Times
“Brilliant.”—The Philadelphia Inquirer

Learning Large Lessons
The Supreme Command
The relative roles of U.S. ground and air power in
major operations and campaigns have shifted since
the end of the Cold War. To assess this shift (i.e.,
between the Army and Air Force, respectively), the
author of this report analyzed post-Cold War conflicts
in Iraq (1991), Bosnia (1995), Kosovo (1999),
Afghanistan (2001), and Iraq (2003). This revised
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edition includes updates and an index.

Knowledge of Self
In this humorous and perceptive exchange between
two devils, C. S. Lewis delves into moral questions
about good vs. evil, temptation, repentance, and
grace. Through this wonderful tale, the reader
emerges with a better understanding of what it
means to live a faithful life.

Code Talker
In 2009, the Good News Club came to the public
elementary school where journalist Katherine Stewart
sent her children. The Club bills itself as an afterschool Bible study, but Stewart soon discovered that
its real mission is to convert children to
fundamentalist Christianity. Astonished to discover
that the Supreme Court had deemed this religious
activity legal in public schools, Stewart began an
investigative journey to dozens of cities across the
nation to document the impact. As Stewart makes
chillingly clear, the rapidly expanding network of
Good News Clubs represents just one of a range of
initiatives intended to insert religious values into
public schools. Although they often appear to be
spontaneous, local events, they are in fact organized
and funded at a national level. Taken together, they
represent a new strategy of the Religious Right in its
long-running aim to "take back America,"
undermining our public education system and secular
democracy itself.
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America Votes!
Now an HBO® Film starring Oprah Winfrey and Rose
Byrne #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Her name
was Henrietta Lacks, but scientists know her as HeLa.
She was a poor black tobacco farmer whose
cells—taken without her knowledge in 1951—became
one of the most important tools in medicine, vital for
developing the polio vaccine, cloning, gene mapping,
and more. Henrietta's cells have been bought and
sold by the billions, yet she remains virtually
unknown, and her family can't afford health
insurance. This phenomenal New York Times
bestseller tells a riveting story of the collision
between ethics, race, and medicine; of scientific
discovery and faith healing; and of a daughter
consumed with questions about the mother she never
knew.

120 for Black Women Only
Yakub is a Black Scientist introduced to the public by
Elijah Muhammad. Elijah Muhammad told of his
history as being the father of mankind or the maker of
the white race. This teaching proved to be one of the
most explosive within the Nation of Islam's theological
and mathematical doctrine. Thought to be a myth,
especially among those who gravitated more towards
Orthodox Islam, which by the way, don't accept Elijah
Muhammad as being authentic, but since the cloning
of the sheep Dolly and other organic species, the
facts that Elijah Muhammad attributed to this man
cannot be discounted unless we all suddenly agree
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that "Dolly" never happened.

The Good News Club
The FOA the Fighting of Allah. the Nation of Gods and
Earths "Defense for Knowing Self" is the first of its
kind, a martial arts book mixed with the concepts of
the 5% lessons of the 120 (Nation of Islam canon).
From a religious point of view, it resembles the
Buddhist Shaolin Monks of ancient China (who
practiced Kung Fu while being versed in Buddhist
principals). Mr. Allah explains the martial arts with the
120 lessons and has broken down each degree into a
fighting form. His "Defense for Self" is the "knowledge
of self" and thus martial arts becomes more than just
physical movements, but the mental strategy's of
awareness and how you conduct your-self wisely in
combat. The Author believes the reader will enjoy the
book and learn valuable teachings whether they
trained in any forms of the martial arts or have any
religious ways of life or not. Therefore the FOA is the
Supreme book on mental and physical development
and has been devised effectively for the advanced or
novice practitioner.

How to Hustle and Win
David Crystal's classic English as a Global Language
considers the history, present status and future of the
English language, focusing on its role as the leading
international language. English has been deemed the
most 'successful' language ever, with 1500 million
speakers internationally, presenting a difficult task to
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those who wish to investigate it in its entirety.
However, Crystal explores the subject in a measured
but engaging way, always backing up observations
with facts and figures. Written in a detailed and
fascinating manner, this is a book written by an
expert both for specialists in the subject and for
general readers interested in the English language.

Five Percenter Rap
This is a children's book written specifically for
families that are encouraging the children to acquire
knowledge of self according to the teachings of the
Honorable Elijah Muhammad. Includes degrees
1-20Illustrated and Family priced.

Just Mercy
This booklet is meant for the Every-Day Black man
and woman who do not necessarily want to be a part
of any organization or group but would like to have
the Knowledge of Self, that is part of the great
heritage of the Black man, for themselves and their
family and friends. This is for the independent thinker
and doer, not the follower.

The Book of Common Prayer, and
Administration of the Sacraments,
Together with the Psalter
Emphasizing the childhood of each famous individual,
the books in this series blend personal diaries, school
reports, family photographs, and primary quotes to
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create a scrapbook-style layout which gives a closeup look at some of the most influential people of all
time.

The History of the Standard Oil Company
In this ''thought-provoking study ''(Library Journal ),
historian Kyle Ward-the widely acclaimed co-author of
History Lessons-gives us another fascinating look at
the biases inherent in the way we learn about our
history. Juxtaposing passages from U.S. history
textbooks from different eras, History in the Making
provides us with intriguing new perspectives on
familiar historical events and the ways in which they
have been represented over time. The hardcover
edition of History in the Making struck a chord among
readers of popular history, and Ward was featured on
NPRs popular series ''How the Understanding of U.S.
History Changes. ''Interesting and useful, ''according
to Booklist, the book ''convincingly illustrates how
texts change as social and political attitudes evolve.
With excerpts that span two hundred years, from
Columbuss arrival to the Boston Massacre, from
womens suffrage to Japanese internment, History in
the Making exposes the stark contrasts between the
lessons different generations have been taught about
our past. ''A good starting point for anyone interested
in history and subjectivity ''(Kirkus), this immensely
readable book is proof positive that your history is not
your grandparents history and wont be your childrens
history.

The Law of Nations
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Likened to a 48 Laws of Power for young Black men,
this book presents Black biographies, history, and
current events in a language that the Hip-Hop
generation will understand and relate to. Each story
or essay is framed within the context of a life lesson,
each one being of vital importance to the survival,
redemption, and ultimate success of our dying Black
generation. Both the positive and negative sides of
the Black experience are explored in detail, from the
lives of infamous drug dealers and pimps to the
exploits of Black revolutionaries and activists. In
addition, several How To sections outline simple
strategies for self-development. Packed with useful
information, from the best way to handle
confrontations with police, to the continuing
relevance of the 1919 race riots, this book has been
compared to an urban Encyclopedia Africana. Others
have called it a Blueprint for Black Power for a
generation struggling with materialism and short
attention spans. This book is guaranteed to change
the world by changing the way millions of people
think and live. In How to Hustle and Win, author
Supreme Understanding tells, in often graphic detail,
stories like that of the infamous Philadelphia Black
Mafia, Harlem's heroin kingpin Frank Lucas, and
former gang leader Stanley "Tookie" Williams. In
between and throughout these tales, he weaves life
lessons and guidance, turning sordid stories of crime
and urban despair into an educational experience.
Whereas Robert Greene's bestselling 48 Laws of
Power used iconic figures from classical history to
illustrate the guidelines for personal success, How to
Hustle and Win is filled with the exploits of rappers,
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gangsters, radicals, and revolutionaries. This is a new
kind of Black history book, and its intent is the
motivation and achievement of a new kind of reader.
Although today's literary market has seen an influx of
self-help books attending to a variety of issues, few
books have attempted to address the concerns of
young Black men, struggling to find direction. It is this
group that author Supreme Understanding names as
one of most troubled demographics in American
society today. On the book's website, the author
comments: "Unfortunately, few authors actively
target this audience, and those who do are either not
speaking their language, or not interested in pushing
for change. This is why How to Hustle and Win was
written. This book will change the minds of millions of
young men of color, and by doing this, it will
ultimately change the world." Revolutionary
aspirations aside, How to Hustle and Win's
groundbreaking concept results in a truly appealing
work. Its essays are delivered in short bursts, none of
them over four pages long, making it ideal for
struggling readers and those with shorter attention
spans. At the same time, the book is filled with a
wealth of information that would enlighten educated
readers equally. In fact, the author juxtaposes his own
personal tales of early delinquency and misdirection
with his later years of professional success, including
obtaining a doctorate in education at the age of 26.

The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks
In the Name of Allah
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This title is the first of two volumes of a
comprehensive overview of the Nation of Islam's
policies, positions and practices.

120 Degree Lessons
English as a Global Language
This manual is for Original Women who are seeking
greater knowledge of themselves.

Complete Dictionary of Supreme Wisdom
Lessons
Includes the Supreme Wisdom 120 lessons plus
information for the FOI and other helpful information
for self-improvement for Black men.

Supreme 120 for Black Women Only
This title, for the original woman, gives information on
the practical and prosperous application of the
teachings of Master Fard Muhammad and the
honorable Elijah Muhammad.

The Revelations of Asher
This book is based on the true history of Allah "the
Father" and His great Nation of Gods and Earths
known as the Five Percenters. This is the greatest
story that was never told by the Gods and the Earths
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during their younger years with Allah "the Father"
from the early 1960s up until the time of his
assassination on June 13, 1969. This was a time of
struggle for the Black Man, Woman, and Child (the
Universal Family). This was the time of "the Big Five",
who were: Allah "the Father", who brought about the
Nation of Gods and Earths known as the Five
Percenters; the Honorable Elijah Muhammad, who
was the last and greatest messenger of Allah, also the
leader and teacher of the Black Muslims; Malcolm X of
the new arrival; Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., the civil
rights leader; and the Black Panther Party on the East
and West coasts. These five groups were called the
Big Five, because they had the attention of every
Black Man, Woman, and Child in the wilderness of
North America and other parts of our planet. There
was a host of other Black groups as well. This was a
time when the Five Percenter's teachings were being
taught/spoken so plain and simple that even a child
could understand. Black people were on the rise, and
it was a time for a change—for Black Man, Woman,
and Child to take their place on earth. Peace!

Supreme 120 in the Name of G. O. D.
A Newbery Honor Book author has written a powerful
and gripping novel about a youth in Nazi Germany
who tells the truth about Hitler.

The Screwtape Letters
This detailed snapshot of America's voting and
electoral practices, problems, and most current issues
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addresses a variety of fundamental areas concerning
election law from a federal perspective, with coverage
of such topics as voter protection, voting technology
and the law, felon disenfranchisement, and the Voting
Rights Act. Original.

Supreme 120 Lessons
Hip-hop evangelism--a compelling look at a rap
subgroup that explores its musical, social, and
political contexts.

Isaac Newton
The True History of Allah and His 5%
The True History of Master Fard
Muhammad
A special 25th anniversary edition of the
extraordinary international bestseller, including a new
Foreword by Paulo Coelho. Combining magic,
mysticism, wisdom and wonder into an inspiring tale
of self-discovery, The Alchemist has become a
modern classic, selling millions of copies around the
world and transforming the lives of countless readers
across generations. Paulo Coelho's masterpiece tells
the mystical story of Santiago, an Andalusian
shepherd boy who yearns to travel in search of a
worldly treasure. His quest will lead him to riches far
different—and far more satisfying—than he ever
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imagined. Santiago's journey teaches us about the
essential wisdom of listening to our hearts, of
recognizing opportunity and learning to read the
omens strewn along life's path, and, most
importantly, to follow our dreams.

Commentaries on the Laws of England
From the founder of the Wu-Tang Clan—celebrating
their 25th anniversary this year—an inspirational book
for the hip hop fan. The RZA, founder of the Wu-Tang
Clan, imparts the lessons he's learned on his journey
from the Staten Island projects to international
superstardom. A devout student of knowledge in
every form in which he's found it, he distills here the
wisdom he's acquired into seven "pillars," each based
on a formative event in his life-from the moment he
first heard the call of hip-hop to the death of his
cousin and Clan- mate, Russell Jones, aka ODB.
Delivered in RZA's unmistakable style, at once
surprising, profound, and provocative, The Tao of Wu
is a spiritual memoir the world has never seen before,
and will never see again. A nonfiction Siddhartha for
the hip-hop generation from the author of The WuTang Manual, it will enlighten, entertain, and inspire.

We Want to Do More Than Survive
120 Supreme Wisdom lessons for Black Women who
have or are interested in learning Knowledge of Self.
The text includes the 120 lessons, Problem #13, Solar
Facts, MGT info, Diet, Home and Family information
with several powerful plus-lessons included for the
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exclusive benefit of the Original Woman of the planet
Earth. Also includes a directory for Ladies interested
in the NGE or NOI. A must have for all Earths, MGTs
and Original Women seeking greater wisdom.

The Tao of Wu
Written as a result of the demand for a short, clear
and concise history of the Father Allah and the 5
Percent Nation, this book offers an overview of the
history of the Nation of Gods & Earths with many
informational extras. This is the larger sized 8X10
version.

The Five Percenters
Do you know who - and what - you are? Do you know
who you're meant to be? Do you know how to find the
answers to questions like these? Knowledge of Self is
the result of a process of self-discovery, but few of us
know where to begin when we're ready to start
looking deeper. Although self-actualization is the
highest of all human needs, it is said that only 5% of
people ever attain this goal. In the culture of the
Nation of Gods and Earths, commonly known as the
Five Percent, students are instructed that they must
first learn themselves, then their worlds, and then
what they must do in order to transform their world
for the better. This often intense process has
produced thousands of revolutionary thinkers in
otherwise desperate environments, where poverty
and hopelessness dominate. Until now, few
mainstream publications have captured the brilliant
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yet practical perspectives of these luminary men and
women. Knowledge of Self: A Collection of Writings on
the Science of Everything in Life presents the
thoughts of Five Percenters, both young and old, male
and female, from all over the globe, in their own
words. Through essays, poems, and even how-to
articles, this anthology presents readers with an
accurate portrait of what the Five Percent study and
teach, as well as sound direction on how to answer
timeless questions like: Who am I, and why am I here?
Why is there so much injustice in the world, and what
can be done about it? Who is God and where on Earth
is he? How do I improve myself without losing myself?
Why are people of color in the situations they're in?
What can we do about the global problems of racism
and poverty?
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